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THE JUMPING BEAN ‘BURRITO SHACKS’
Jumping Bean Burrito is a fresh and vibrant new company run by two young guys who are
passionate about food and really care about the company we’ve created. We love going to
music festivals and the idea for the company actually came to life while we were working at
Secret Garden Party a few years back.
We love the feel of your festival and we really want to get into catering the festivals like SGP, Glade and Shambala. With this
in mind, we have recently built the ‘Burrito Shacks’ which are total onsite build ups with wooden frontages designed to
compliment our larger catering trailers but geared towards trading at the more exclusive, low-key and up-market festivals
like SGP.
Coming in to our third season on the festival circuit we pride ourselves on knowing exactly what it is that organisers and
festival goers are looking for and this means we deliver the freshest and tastiest food at every event.

WHAT IS JUMPING BEAN BURRITO?

OUR ATMOSPHERE
• We play great tunes all day, every day – we get our team and our
queue JUMPING
• Our staff love festivals as much as we do. We hate seeing sad faces on food
wagons so we make sure our team enjoy working for us

WE’RE FAST
• Our revolutionary right to left serving system means that we can
serve high numbers of customers at speed with no loss of quality
• Customers work their way down the serving line, meeting all our smiling staff and choosing exactly what they do or don’t want to go
into their burrito
• Everyone gets a fresh custom burrito, made exactly the way they want it, every time

WE’RE ECO-FRIENDLY
• Wind turbine and solar panels on roof generate electricity to offset our energy consumption
• All packaging is biodegradable and made from recycled materials
• Our refuse is separated into glass, metal, paper and organic to facilitate the recycling process

HUNGARIAN HOT WAX AND FRESH CORIANDER
• We grow our own Hungarian Hot Wax Chillis and coriander
• We have hanging baskets on the shack which the chillis and coriander are planted in
• When we need either plant we just pick them from the basket – you can’t get fresher than that

FRESH FOOD AND LOCAL PRODUCE
• We pride ourselves on using the finest ingredients in our food, never cutting corners or using sub-standard produce
• We use local suppliers for our stock when possible. This ensures we only use fresh ingredients in our burritos.
• Traditionally reared and organic birds for our chicken breasts –
no battery farming
• British minced beef with less than 5% fat
• Wherever possible we use Fair-trade products and ingredients sourced from
sustainable areas
• We’re more than happy to use SGP suppliers wherever possible
Our aim as a company is to have the friendliest staff, nicest food and best music
on the festival circuit and get everyone, including ourselves, jumping to our
banging tunes whilst we make our fantastic food with a smile.

